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     It’s a pleasure for me to introduce this issue of the Magyar Front. We have an     im-
pressive collaboration in the form of an homage to Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány, 
featuring some photos published for the very first time.  Also, we have been treated to a 
very obscure piece about post World War I Hungarian soldiers clothed in US Army 
surplus uniforms. Such material is very rarely presented to English speaking enthusiasts. 
     On the facing page we have an important update – more proof that even those who 
are far from the homeland can significantly contribute to the understanding and 
preservation of Hungarian military history. 
     I would also like to take this opportunity to proudly announce that IHMHPS member 
Ákos Bíró’s book Kétfejű Sas Dávid Pajzsán came out recently – it’s part of his work 
towards his PhD: a study of the Austro-Hungarian Field Rabbis of the First World War.  
In Hungary, as well as in other countries with Hungarian immigrant populations, the 
participation of Hungarian Jews in the First World War is marginalized.  Books such as 
this one help restore a nearly forgotten aspect of our military history. 
     Following the orders of the supreme ruler, Ferenc József, our soldiers left their native 
soil to fight for “God, king and the homeland.”  Jew, Christian and Muslim all shed their 
blood for Austria-Hungary, and suffered the same traumas – each looking to their    mil-
itary rabbi, priest or imam for comfort and spiritual guidance.  This 104 page book is 
written in Hungarian, and the author can be contacted for further information 
(monarchiaerembolt@gmail.com).  
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New Army Uniform Project Update 
HUNGARIAN MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE AND MUSEUM PHOTO COLLECTION PHOTO COURTESY OF GYÖRGY KÓKAY 

     Our last issue of the Magyar Front (volume XV, number 2) featured the newly discovered renderings for the “1917 New 
Army Uniform Project.”  Only one photograph connected with this project was known to exist (shown at left, from page 8 of 
our past issue), and it was assumed that the watercolours were artists’ fancies, produced prior to the manufacture of any actual 
prototypes. 
     While working with the images I became convinced that they were actually painted by the artists while they viewed      
existing uniforms – quite contrary to the accepted theory.  These illustrations would have been of little use to tailors and braid 
makers, as they were not technical diagrams – yet they portrayed realistic details, such as elaborate braid patterns, which a 
watercolourist would be unlikely to be familiar with. 
     Not long after our recent issue of the Magyar Front was published, a noted Hungarian collector, György Kókay, contacted 
us with some startling information.  Three years ago he was offered a strange photo of an unidentified Hungarian uniform.  
Thinking it was merely a theatrical outfit, he didn’t buy it, however, he had taken a picture of it with his phone, and 
fortunately he never bothered to delete it.  The whereabouts of the original photo is currently unknown, but a copy of it is 
reproduced here, at right. 
     We can be absolutely certain that it was taken for the same purposes, and clearly, many of its elements can be seen in the 
illustrations of the “New Army Uniform Project” (note pages 12, 13 and 14 of our previous issue). 
     I believe that a number of prototype uniforms and headgear were manufactured first, and then the artists were commis-
sioned to paint them in front of actually models.  Variations in detail and colour were also produced as alternatives. 
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The following article is a fine example of IHMHPS teamwork.  Most English speaking enthusiasts are familiar 
with the writing of Andris Kursietis – for many years he has raised awareness of Hungary’s participation in 

the Second World War, particularly that of the Hungarian military leadership.  He has prepared an overview 
of Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány’s career, which joins some previously unpublished photographic gems from the 

collection of Péter Orincsay, who has also applied his well-known colourizing talent to a particularly fine portrait of 
the General.  Tamás Baczoni and Gergely Sallay from the Military History Museum were generous with their help 
as always; and I put together the bits and pieces in a way that I hope will be exciting and enjoyable for our readers. 

Near Kursk, in the spring of 1942, Jány speaks with the commander of the 34th Infantry Regiment. 
He wears the uniform prescribed for the front lines, which features brown shoulder-cords and collar insignia without 
the traditional decorative gold braid.  The very visible general’s insignia is also missing from the side of his field cap 

On the facing page he can be seen interacting with the soldiers in the trenches of the Russian Front. 

ORINCSAY COLLECTION 
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      Born in Rajka, Hungary on October 21st, 1883, the son 
of company clerk Sándor Hautzinger and Vilma Jány,   
Gusztáv Jány (who changed his family name from        Hau-
tzinger in June 1924) was to rise to become commander of 
the 2nd Hungarian Army during the fiercest WW II battles 
fought by Hungarian troops on the Eastern Front. Jány     
entered the Ludovika Military Academy in 1902, and after 
graduating in 1905 as a second lieutenant (hadnagy) he was 
assigned to the Royal Hungarian 8th Infantry Regiment, 
which at the time was part of the Austro-Hungarian armed 
forces.  For nine months, starting in late 1908, he attended 
officer training courses before entering the General Staff 
School (Vienna) in October 1909, where he spent almost 
four years. While attending the school, Jány was promoted to 
the rank of first lieutenant (főhadnagy) on May 1st, 1910, 
and upon graduation in 1912, he was assigned as a general 
staff officer to the Royal Hungarian 82nd Infantry Brigade.  

He remained with this unit when World War I broke out, 
until being transferred to the staff of the Austro-Hungarian 
XVIII Army Corps in September of 1915. 
     Jány was promoted to captain (százados) on January 1st, 
1915 and continued his career as a general staff officer with 
the 55th Hungarian Infantry Division until shortly before the 
end of the war, being appointed to the Hungarian Defence 
Ministry in September 1918.  Jány remained with the minis-
try at the end of the war, during Hungary’s transition to   
independent-nation status when the Austro-Hungarian     
Empire collapsed, even though the new Hungarian govern-
ment (under pressure from the victorious Allies) ordered the 
disarmament of the Hungarian Army.  
     During this period Hungary was ravaged by political  
turmoil, and taking advantage of the situation, the Romanian 
army attacked Transylvania.  At the end of January 1919, 
Jány was appointed Chief of Staff of the 1st Brigade of the 

Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány  
by Andris Kursietis 

Continued on next page... 

ORINCSAY COLLECTION 
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lieutenant-colonel (alezredes) 
on September 1st, 1921, and in 

May of 1922 he was transferred 
to the post of senior staff officer 

with the Debrecen Military District 
Command. A year later, Gusztáv 

Jány became an instructor at the   
General Staff College, where he        

remained for almost five years. 
     Promotion to colonel (ezredes) followed 

on May 1st, 1925 and in May 1928 Jány was 
appointed Chief of Staff of the 2nd Mixed        

Brigade. On September 1st, 1931, he was named 
commandant of the Ludovika Academy, a position  

he was to hold until August 1936.  While in that position, he 
was promoted to the rank of major-general (tábornok), on 
November 1st, 1934.  For a period of three months, between 
August and November 1936, he commanded the infantry of 
the 1st Mixed Brigade before his appointment to command 
the 3rd Mixed Brigade.  Jány received further promotion to 

Székely Division, and was still 
serving in that position when the 
Communists took power in March 
of 1919 and the Division became 
part of the Hungarian Red Army.  
Jány was not sympathetic to the    
Communist regime, but as a Hungarian 
patriot believed it was his duty to remain 
in the greatly reduced Hungarian armed 
forces.  Near the end of April 1919, Jány 
was taken prisoner by the Romanians, and 
remained interned for over 18 months, thus missing 
out on the action when Admiral Horthy raised a 
National Army and overthrew the Communists. Whilst    
incarcerated, Jány was promoted to the rank of major 
(őrnagy) on September 1st, 1919. Upon his release and    
return to Hungary in November 1920, he joined the new 
Royal Hungarian Armed Forces and was appointed Chief of 
Staff of the 1st Mixed Brigade headquartered in Debrecen, in 
north-eastern Hungary.  He received another promotion - to Continued on page 8... 

Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány on the Russian Front, in conversation with some of his troops. 

...continued from page 6 

ORINCSAY COLLECTION 
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A candid photo of Jány watching Hungarian and 
Germans troops taking part in a soccer match, 
on May 24th, 1942.  He wears his wool uniform 

and a field cap with the elaborate general’s insignia, 
illustrated (with added colour) on facing page, 

from official Hungarian army regulations. 

ORINCSAY COLLECTION 
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troops, over 100,000 were killed with 35,000 wounded and 
60,000 taken prisoner.  The remnants of this shattered 
fighting force returned to Hungary at the end of May 1943.   
Colonel-General Jány was held responsible for the losses, 
and was removed from command in August of 1943, retiring 
three months later.  He was to play no further role in the war. 
     At the end of the war, in May 1945, Jány was captured by 
the American army, and spent over a year as a prisoner-of- 
war.  In the meantime, the new Hungarian government struck 
him from the rolls of retired officers.  At the request of the 
Hungarian government, the Americans handed Jány over for 
trial as a war criminal by a military tribunal, which resulted 
in a death sentence being handed down in 1947.  His execu-
tion by firing squad took place on November 26th, 1947. 
     Since the fall of Communism in Eastern Europe, many of 
the sentences handed down by post-war tribunals were   
overturned, including that of the brave, competent and     
patriotic Gusztáv Jány. He was officially exonerated         
and rehabilitated in October 1993.  Funded by private dona-
tions, Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány’s remains were          
re-interred in a family plot in Farkasréti Cemetary in        
Budapest, in late 1994.  In January 2002, a memorial to Jány 
was unveiled on the grounds of the Military History Museum 
in Budapest. 

lieutenant-field marshal (altábornagy) on November 1st, 
1937, and in May of 1938 he was named Chief of Regent 
Horthy’s Military Chancellery and Adjutant-General during 
the absence of the long-time holder of those positions,    
Lieutenant-Field Marshal Lajos Keresztes-Fischer, who was 
filling in as Chief of the General Staff. Following Keresztes-
Fischer’s return to his old post, Jány was appointed        
Commanding General of the I Army Corps on February 1st, 
1939, and when the armed forces were restructured in March 
of 1940, and three Armies were raised, he was named     
commander of the new 2nd Army.  Jány was to command 
this army for three and a half years, by far the longest tenure 
of any of Hungary’s army commanders that served in that 
capacity during World War II, receiving his promotion to 
general of infantry (gyalogsági tábornok) on May 1st, 1941.  
This “three-star” general’s rank was later re-designated as 
colonel-general (vezérezredes) in August 1941.  
     In early 1942, Jány led his 2nd Army into action in     
Russia, but a combination of poor equipment, insufficient 
preparation, lack of reserves, and the atrocious weather led to 
the Army’s annihilation along the Don River in the winter 
battles of 1942-1943. The 2nd Hungarian Army’s losses 
were horrendous - of the 250,000 soldiers and support 

IMAGE FROM THE FARKASRÉTI CEMETARY ONLINE 

...continued from page 6 

Below: Jány’s family monument located in the 
Farkasréti Cemetary, Budapest, Hungary. 

Above: Jány posing with only his highest decorations - 
a fashion among Hungarian officers later in the war. 
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Colonel-General Gusztáv Jány and other high ranking officers are photographed by their US Army captors. 
This remarkable image is packed with interesting details.  At the far left stands Hungary’s most decorated soldier, 
Kornél v. Oszlányi (the only World War II recipient of the Order of Maria Theresa – the rare decoration can be 
seen hanging from his tunic).  Some of the generals wear peaked field caps, and both the “subdued” and “dress” 

collar insignia are worn.  Despite our best efforts, not all of the generals in this photo could be identified - 
another illustration of the need for nurturing interest in and investigation of Hungarian military history. 

Major-General 
(Infantry) 

Kornél v. Oszlányi 

Major-General 
(Infantry) 

Ferenc Szász 

Major-General 
(Infantry) 

János v. Mindszenti 

Colonel-General 
(Infantry) 

Gusztáv v. Jány 

Major-General 
(Medical) 

Dr. József Bandenburg 

Major-General 
(Infantry) 

Mihály Budaházi 

Major-General 
(Infantry) 

Ernő v. Paksy 

Regensburg, Germany - May 1945 
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Colonel General Gusztáv Jány on the day of his capture by American forces in 1945. 
This photo, colourized by Péter Orincsay, shows Jány wearing a “peacetime” uniform 

(with gold braid and buttons).  He also wears the ribbons of his Hungarian and Austro-Hungarian 
awards on the first five rows of his ribbon group, and foreign awards on the last two rows.* 
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Hungarian Order of Merit, Grand Cross on War Ribbon, with Swords 
(Several Hungarian and Austro-Hungarian orders, decorations and medals were awarded for wartime merit on a “war ribbon,” 

which was different from those conferred for peacetime or hinterland merit.  Medals awarded for battlefield merit were awarded 
with a crossed-swords device.  Between 1939 and 1945 the War Ribbon was red with narrow white and green edges.) 

Hungarian Order of Merit, Grand Cross 
Hungarian Large Golden Medal of Merit with the Holy Crown 

(Jány was awarded this high-ranking decoration twice, on both occasions on the “peacetime ribbon.”  He incorrectly wore the 
War Ribbon to represent the award.  The correct ribbon for this award should have been red with white stripes at the edges.) 

Hungarian Order of Merit, Commander’s Cross with the Star 
Hungarian Order of Merit, Officer’s Cross 

Military Merit Cross, III Class with War Decoration and Swords (awarded twice) 
Silver Medal of Military Merit on War Ribbon with Swords (awarded twice) 

Bronze Medal of Military Merit on War Ribbon, with Swords 
Frontline Service Cross, II Grade, or Tűzkereszt (worn without miniature denoting the grade) 

National Defence Cross 
Hungarian First World War Commemorative Medal for Combatants 

Officer’s Long Service Cross, II Class 
Transylvanian Commemorative Medal 

Military Jubilee Cross 
1912-1913 Commemorative Medal 

 

German Iron Cross, I Class 
Order of the Italian Crown, Grand Cross (worn without miniature crowns denoting the grade) 

Order of the German Eagle, Cross of Merit with the Star (worn without the miniature denoting the grade) 
Order of the Italian Crown, Commander’s (?) Cross (worn without miniature crown(s) denoting the grade) 

German (Prussian) Iron Cross, II Class (1914 and 1939) 
Ottoman War Medal (also known as the Gallipoli Star  or  the Iron Crescent) 

Austrian First World War Commemorative Medal with Swords 
 

*Thanks to Dr. Gergely Sallay for identifying Jány’s numerous orders, decorations and medals. 

ILLUSTRATION BY PETER CZINK 
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Hungarian National Army 
American Uniforms for the 

A Hungarian corporal (centre) 
wears the US Army 1912 pattern 
tunic, with his rank stars worn 

directly to his collar. 

by Ferenc Bálint 

FERENC BÁLINT COLLECTION 
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     The Royal Hungarian National Army was born during 
hard times.  Following the Great War, Hungary reeled from 
enormous trauma, the turmoil of the short-lived Hungarian 
Soviet Republic, and the vast territorial losses.  Equipping  
newly organized armed forces was extremely difficult,        
as post-war treaties limited the manufacturing of military 
materiel, as well as banning their import.  These sanctions 
not only covered arms and ammunition, but uniform and 
equipment also. Consequently, domestic manufacturing of 
the National Army’s newly introduced khaki uniforms was 
impossible, so the first quantities were imported from     
England. 
     After the armistice, however, large quantities of materiel 
left in Europe became surplus.  The bulk of it was bought by 
various businesses for re-sale, and the Hungarian War     
Department received numerous offers in the first half of the 
1920s.  Because of the poor economic and uncertain business 
conditions at the time, the Hungarian authorities were      
usually unable to purchase the goods. 
     In June of 1920, a cargo of used American uniforms   
arrived at the Budapest Western Railway Station from     
Geneva, Switzerland via Danzas and Company (A Swiss 
transportation firm which merged with DHL around 2000).  
The seller was Mercator Kereskedelmi Részvénytársaság 
(Mercator Trading Company), which informed the Hungari-
an War Department of the goods (the letter and attached doc-
uments still exist in the Hungarian Military Archives – it’s 
because of this we are now able to reconstruct the story of 
this unconventional uniform supply). 
      The uniforms most likely came from the American    

An unidentified unit, most likely in the Károly Király Barracks (now the Petőfi Barracks), 
in Budaőrs, Hungary.  Most of the enlisted wear US Army tunics.  

ÁRPÁD KAJON COLLECTION 

Right: Unidentified Hungarian National Army 
soldier from Sopron.  Note that the shoulder straps 
have been removed, and the tunic furnished with 

Austro-Hungarian artillery buttons.  
NORBERT FRANK COLLECTION 

Continued on next page... 
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Expedition Force surplus that was sold, rather than being 
transported back to the United States.  The National Army 
bought them through the Mercator Trading Company - we 
don’t know the exact date of the transaction, but it surely 
happened during the implementation of the Treaty of Trianon 
because the uniforms were officially bought as “working 
clothes for coal miners.”  The Hungarian agents in Switzer-
land also posed as trustees for the miners. 
      According to Mercator’s letter, the cargo contained 1,030 
uniforms (greatcoats, tunics and trousers) which were      
examined and stamped as a sign of acceptance by the army’s 
agents in Switzerland. Additionally, the company offered 
and extra 66 tunics, 12 greatcoats and 43 pairs of trousers, 
which were also part of the cargo but were not yet accepted.  
However, during the examination of the shipment, army  
officials realized that only a small portion of the cargo was 
marked acceptance stamps.  Therefore, the War Department 
ordered a new acceptance examination before payment was 
to be made. 
     The US Army used the khaki-coloured 1912 Pattern serge 
uniform.  The tunic was made with a standing collar and 
shoulder straps, and was closed with five buttons. On the 
front were four pockets with buttoned-flaps.  The greatcoat 
was double-breasted with four pairs of buttons, without 

Period illustration of the US 1912 pattern uniform. 

shoulder straps and turned-back cuffs.  The pocket openings 
were nearly vertical, and the ends of the sleeves featured 
buttoned straps better fit at the wrists. The buttons were dec-
orated with the “great seal” of the United States.  The cut of 
the trousers was similar to the Austro-Hungarian infantry 
breeches, and was also worn with puttees.  
     The American uniforms had to be modified before use by 
the Hungarian National Army, and the documents list the 
following changes: 
 - The greatcoats were cut shorter, and the buttons were 
changed.  
- The narrowing wrist-straps were stripped from the sleeves 
and transformed into shoulder straps. 
- The narrow (less than 4.8cm) collars were augmented. 
- The tunics were equipped with the traditional Hungarian 
braided collar insignia and the buttons were changed. 
- The trousers weren’t modified. 
      For repairs and the modifications, the material of the 
worst garments was used.  The Nemzeti Egyesült Tex-
tilművek Rt. (National United Textile Company) was en-
trusted with the project. 
     On the few existing archive photographs the tunics can be 

The soldier in the centre wears the US Army tunic. 
Note the converted stand-and-fall collar.  

FERENC BÁLINT COLLECTION 



clothing was offered to the National Army on at least two 
more occasions, both in 1921. First, the Bel és Külk-
ereskedelmi Rt. (Internal-External Trading Company) got an 
offer of 60,000 brand new underpants and 2,500 sets of   
underwear.  Secondly, the army trustee in Paris, Baron Pyotr 
Nikolayevich Wrangel (a White Russian commander)      
offered 500 outfits via the Hungarian ambassador – the    
National Army did not accept these offers because of the 
high price and inconsistent quality of the used clothing. 
     To sum up, we can be sure that the Royal Hungarian   
National Army utilized approximately 1,000 used American 
uniforms during 1920. Issued as other-ranks uniforms,       
the most likely would have worn-out during the first half     
of the decade. There are no known examples of these       
converted uniforms in public or private collections, and we 
only know of them through contemporary documents and 
photographs.  
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seen with plain buttons or Austro-Hungarian artillery buttons 
(the standard National Army button was decorated with the 
Hungarian crown).  Also, in these photos we can see some 
tunics with stand-and-fall collars - presumably this was a 
modification made by the troops.  It seems that the American 
uniforms were utilized mostly by soldiers stationed in the 
capitol. 
     Interestingly, the Mercator Company’s letter referred to 
the 1,030 uniforms as the “first shipment,” however, to date 
there has been no evidence found of any more shipments. 
     The case of the American uniforms was mentioned once 
again in official documents from 1921 - an official note 
about a malicious rumour being spread by Communists in 
the city of Pécs.  They claimed that “the US donated uniform 
cloth for the Hungarian war disabled and this material was 
confiscated by the National Army.” 
     According to the existing documents, American military 

Soldiers of the US Army 369th Infantry Regiment (the “Harlem Hellfighters”) 
wearing the US Army 1912 pattern uniform as they looked originally. 




